and of the colour termed مَهْرَةٌ : pl. مَهْرَةٌ and مَهْرَةٌ the latter like مَهْرَةٌ as a pl. of مَهْرَةٌ (M.) the fem. sing. is مَهْرَةٍ and مَهْرَةٍ (S., K., TA.) the latter anomalous; (K.) occurring in poetry, but disapproved (S., M.) by Aś; (S., K.) said by Aboo-Alee to be like مَهْرَةٌ (M.) and the fem. pl. is مَهْرَةٌ (S., M., K.) applied to a camel, of a colour intermixed, or tinged, with blackness, or with whiteness; or of a clear white; (M., K.) or, as some say, intensely white; (T., S.) or white, and black in the eye-balls; (S.) or white, and black in the eye-balls; (T., S., M., K.) and so applied to a gazelle: (T., S., M., K.) or, applied to a gazelle, of a colour intermixed, or tinged, with whiteness; (M., K., Lth, however, says that مَهْرَةٌ is applied to a female gazelle, but he had not heard applied to the male gazelle; (T., M., K.) and as says, (S., M., K.) applied to gazelles signifies white, having upon them streaks in which is a dust-colour, (S., M., K.) inhabiting the mountains, and of the colour of the mountains; (S.) if of a pure white colour, they are termed.png; (T., M., K.) or, according to ISk, white in the belly, tanny in the back, and having the colour of the bellies and of the backs divided by two streaks of the colour of musk; and in like manner explained by IAdr. (T.) applied to a human being, signifies tawny; or dark-complexioned; syn. مَهْرَةٍ (S., M., K.) or, thus applied, it signifies مَهْرَةٍ